HIRING A
1. ‘’ Senior Biomedical Scientists’’ and a
2. ‘’Biomedical Scientists and/or assistant’’
Located in the heart of Malta, Europe , the BioArte Ltd is developing personalised remedies
for several diseases by providing molecules obtained from human and animal microbiota.
Our scientific founders have pioneered our modern understanding of how the immune
system senses microbes, and contributed seminal discoveries to the microbiome field,
including the identification of immune-regulating and immune-potentiating bacteria that
live in association with humans, animals and flora.
Role1 : Senior Biomedical Scientists
Senior Biomedical Scientists A biomedical laboratory scientist (MLS), shall work to analyze a
variety of biological specimens. She/he will be responsible for performing scientific testing on
samples and reporting results to the Scientific Director and/or to the Pathologist.
Biomedical laboratory scientists will be expected to perform complex testing on patient samples
using sophisticated equipment like king fisher purification unit, real time PCR, and next
generation sequencing for COVID-19 related typing. The data will play an important role in
identifying and possibly also treating patients inflicted with the disease. Biomedical laboratory
scientists have a wide variety of responsibilities and duties, including:
• Examining and analyzing nasopharyngeal DNA and RNA swabs samples as supplied to us
by our collaborators in Rome and in Malta.
• Establishing quality assurance programs to monitor and ensure the accuracy of test
results.
• Overseeing the work of other junior or visiting biomedical laboratory technicians.
• Prepare the appropriate clinical report for the pathologist
Requirement:
• Molecular Biology, biotechnology or similar degrees.
• PhD in Molecular Biology will be a plus.
• Experience in a covid testing laboratory is a plus.
The appointed Biomedical Scientists must also have their National certification as a qualified
biomedical scientist (or medical laboratory scientist (MLS) from the local competent authorities
that issue both a license and a warrant to practice.
Interested candidates may send cv to :
m.biazzo@thebioarte.com
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Role 2: Biomedical Scientists and/or assistant
A biomedical laboratory assistant is a subgroup of medical laboratory scientists. They are
responsible for preparing the biological specimens, recording information, and perform more of
the lab maintenance tasks such as cleaning equipment and stocking supplies. A biomedical
laboratory scientist will work with a biomedical laboratory assistant by analysing their prepared
specimens and relaying information for them to record.
Requirement:
•

Molecular Biology, biotechnology or bachelor’s degree in biomedical science or clinical
laboratory science. A bachelor’s degree in a science or health related field (e.g.
chemistry or microbiology) may also be considered for our project

•

Experience in a covid testing laboratory is a plus.

•

The appointed Biomedical Scientists must also have their National certification as a
qualified biomedical scientist (or medical laboratory scientist (MLS) from the local
competent authorities that issue both a license and a warrant to practice.

Interested candidates may send cv to :
m.biazzo@thebioarte.com
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